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The 107th video game from the series eXperience! The eXperience series' saga of survival in the dark game continues with eXperience 112. The only survivor of a team of researchers lost at sea, Lea Nichols is facing her biggest challenge yet: save herself without
endangering her life. Watch all that happens around her! Design and play in real-time. Be prepared for the unexpected, face your fears, and find the truth behind the world you’re in. eXperience 112 is a detective game, survival horror game, adventure game,

adventure thriller game and survival game. It is a game based on a real story. You play Lea. Since your parents were gone on a research project on the sea, the world thinks that you’re a complete stranger. Your only companion in a world that seems like the one
you’re dreaming of is your stuffed teddy bear. In reality, things are not always what they seem… In this game you will be able to manage a system of surveillance cameras, craft, search the objects, use your wits and finally discover the truth. An abandoned boat. A

system of surveillance camera that works. A woman, Lea Nichols, only survivor of a team of researchers. Monitor, manage, search… Behind your camera, guide Lea Nichols to freedom but also to the truth. Be her eyes and ears to help fulfill her destiny! But be
careful, remember that things are not always what they seem…Key Features: An innovative gameplay. Behind your surveillance camera, monitor, manage, look for everything that could help Lea Nichols to fulfill her destiny. An immersive game. Use every tool at
your disposal to advance in the adventure. Many puzzles to solve. A great storyline. A scientific experiment, a tanker deserted, only one survivor. An atmosphere of Survival Horror serving an exciting story. About The Game eXperience 112: The 107th video game
from the series eXperience! The eXperience series' saga of survival in the dark game continues with eXperience 112. The only survivor of a team of researchers lost at sea, Lea Nichols is facing her biggest challenge yet: save herself without endangering her life.

Watch all that happens around her! Design and play in real-time. Be prepared for the unexpected, face your fears, and find the truth behind the world you’re in.

Features Key:
This is 3D maker story, You can control your character freely and give him new personality

Use body language and facial expression to interact with other character, and make them laugh or cry. You can send stength and attack your enemy too.
You can customize colors to red,blue,brown,and black by choosing a type from several color palette.

Some magic number appear after you finish 20 level, power up your character and make them more strong.
 This game is designed to enjoy of the whole household, is suitable for any parent or teachers.

 Well-designed user interface is easy to use.
Use your mouse to control the character.

There is some puzzle, you need to click the objects and assemble the mechanism to solve the puzzle.
You can understand the meaning of different some words.

It is very funny.

Game play details

Level

20 levels
From Parent Appear

Story

Its is story as a author
Japan made First World War, And making a soldier can protect earth from the war.
A girl Yuki, She like to design and become a soldier

Characters

Yuki is the hero, He has a dream to become a soldier
Some people want to control their dreams, I want make Yuki's dream come true.
 Mysterious man Lacrosse
Impossible woman Sakura
 Prince of the nation
A Traditional couple
Oolong the elders

Graphics

Yuki's look
You can switch shape after reaching to Body limits
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